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SUMMARY
We propose a receiver-extension approach to full waveform
inversion, which, contrary to source-extension methods, can
be used directly with a time-domain formulation. We intro-
duce the receiver position as the extension parameter. We use a
nested loop strategy to minimize the resulting misfit function:
the inner loop corrects for the receiver position using global
optimization while the outer loop corrects for the subsurface
velocity using local optimization. First results illustrate the in-
terest of the approach.

INTRODUCTION
Mitigating cycle skipping in full waveform inversion (FWI) to
enhance the robustness of this technology has been an impor-
tant and challenging topic since it was introduced as a high res-
olution seismic imaging technique by Lailly (1983) and Taran-
tola (1984). Beyond low-to-high frequency continuation and
time/offset windowing, two major interpretations of the cycle
skipping issue have led to two main approaches to mitigate it.

In the first interpretation, cycle skipping is seen as the result of
the non-convexity of the L2 misfit function usually employed
to measure the data-fit. Accordingly, reformulations of FWI
based on alternative misfit functions have been proposed to
mitigate this non-convexity: cross-correlation (Luo and Schus-
ter, 1991), deconvolution (Luo and Sava, 2011), and more re-
cently optimal transport distances (Yang and Engquist, 2018;
Métivier et al., 2019) are instances of these propositions.

In the second interpretation, cycle skipping is seen as a con-
sequence of the nonlinearity of FWI, which resorts to the re-
duced space approach employed to make the PDE constrained
optimization problem behind FWI affordable. Therefore, re-
laxing the reduced space approach by introducing additional
“unphysical” degrees of freedom to the inversion is thought as
a mean to mitigate cycle skipping. The associated methods are
referred to as extended-model approaches.

In theses approaches, two main classes of strategies exist. The
first are based on velocity parameter extension, and are gener-
alization of migration velocity analysis strategies (MVA) (Symes,
2008). The second have been recently gathered as “matched
source waveform inversion” (MSWI) by (Huang et al., 2018b),
in an effort to unify the concepts behind different methods pro-
posed in the past few years. In MSWI, the additional degrees
of freedom are introduced at the source level. These degrees of
freedom can be related to a time-receiver extension (adaptive
waveform inversion of Warner and Guasch (2016)), a time-
space extension (wavefield reconstruction inversion proposed
by van Leeuwen and Herrmann (2013, 2016); Aghamiry et al.
(2019)), or a space-only extension (volume source based ex-
tended waveform inversion introduced by Huang et al. (2018b,a)).

While the theory around MVA based methods has been inten-
sively developed during the last decades, with either acquisi-
tion dependent extension, or subsurface offset/time-lag exten-

sion, their application to field data seems still limited today.
The main reasons are related to (1) the additional cost required
to build the image volumes on which these methods are based,
and (2) the lack of robustness in complex media where com-
plex wavepath between sources and receivers are observed.

On the other hand, more recent MSWI techniques appear to
show interesting promises. AWI has been successfully applied
to time-domain FWI on field data. However it has been recog-
nized it can still suffer from cycle skipping in complex media
(Huang et al., 2018b). Time-space extension (WRI) and space
extension seem to exhibit the best properties in terms of robust-
ness. However their main drawback is the difficulty to apply
them in the frame of time-domain FWI, which is the current
industry standard for FWI applications.

The two latter methods rely on the alternate reconstruction be-
tween the velocity model and the extended source. The ex-
tended source reconstruction step is performed in the L2 sense,
which requires the solution of a normal system associated with
the wave equation operator. While this can be easily imple-
mented in the frequency domain (especially when factoriza-
tion of the wave equation operator is already available via di-
rect linear solvers), this is much more challenging in the time-
domain. A first extension to time-domain was proposed in
(Wang et al., 2016), relying on an approximation to the so-
lution of this normal equation. In a recent study, it is shown
that this approximation is relatively crude, and an alternative
technique is proposed, however to the price of higher com-
putational cost (approximately 8 times the price of conven-
tional FWI in the first steps of the process, see Aghamiry et al.,
2020).

In this study, we want to propose yet another extension ap-
proach, amenable to time-domain FWI, without a drastic in-
crease of the computational cost. To avoid the solution of a
normal system associated with the wave propagation opera-
tor, we investigate a receiver extension approach rather than
a source extension approach. Our additional degree of free-
dom is taken as the receivers position. This is motivated by
the idea that time shifts due to incorrect velocities in the data
might be compensated by relocating the receivers. The misfit
function we consider depends thus on the velocity model and
the receivers position. It is built as the sum between a L2 data
matching term, and a focusing term for the receiver position.

Similarly as in MSWI methods, this misfit function is min-
imized in an alternate way: the inner loop reconstructs the
receivers position, while the outer loop updates the velocity
model. However, for MSWI, the extended source is found as
the solution of a linear L2 problem (convergence in a single
Newton step). In our approach, the receiver position is the so-
lution of a nonlinear L2 problem, which is the minimizer of a
non-convex misfit function. To compute it, we adopt a global
optimization approach: for each receiver, the optimal position
is determined using a simple grid-search algorithm. For the
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outer loop, a standard local optimization approach is used. We
show on a simple example how this can lead to the minimiza-
tion of a convex misfit function with respect to the velocity
parameter. Then, we illustrate the efficiency of this approach
on the Marmousi II model.

METHODOLOGY
Formalism
Conventional L2 FWI can be formulated as

min
m

f [m] =
1
2

∑
r,s

∫ T

0
|R(xr)us[m](t)−dobs,r,s(t)|2dt, (1)

where T is the recording time, dobs,s,r(t) denotes the observed
seismic trace associated with the source/receiver couple s,r,
us[m](x, t) is the forward wavefield, solution of the general
wave equation

A(m)us = bs, (2)

with bs a given source term, and R(xr) is a restriction operator
extracting the values of the wavefield at the receiver location
xr:

R(xr)us =

∫
Ω

δ (x− xr)u(x, t)dx, (3)

where δ (x) denotes the delta Dirac function.
Our idea is to consider the receiver-extended FWI problem

min
m,∆x

f [m,∆x] =
1
2

∑
r,s

∫ T

0
|R(xr +∆xr,s)us[m](t)−dobs,s,r(t)|2dt

+
1
2
‖∆x‖2

α

(4)
where ∆x is a vector of spatial corrections for receiver posi-
tions (one correction per source/receiver couple), and ‖.‖. is a
weighted norm

‖∆x‖2
α =

∑
r,s

α
2
r,s∆x2

r,s. (5)

with αr,s a weighting vector. We solve this extended problem
with the usual nested loop approach. The inner loop is

min
∆x

f [m,∆x]. (6)

We denote ∆x[m] the solution of this inner loop. Then the outer
loop is given by

ming[m] = f
[
m,∆x[m]

]
. (7)

We use a l-BFGS local optimization solver to minimize g[m].
We thus need the gradient of g[m]. By chain rule, we have

∇g[m] =
∂ f
∂m

[m,∆x[m]]+
∂ f
∂∆x

[m,∆x[m]]
∂∆x[m]

∂m
. (8)

However, the second term of the right hand side cancels by the
definition of ∆x[m], and we have

∇g[m] =
∂ f
∂m

[m,∆x[m]]. (9)

Therefore the gradient of g[m] is nothing else than the con-
ventional L2 FWI problem considering receiver positions cor-
rected by ∆x[m]. This gradient is built by the correlation of in-
cident and adjoint wavefields following the adjoint-state strat-
egy (Plessix, 2006). The adjoint fields are computed as the

backpropagation in time of the residuals from the corrected re-
ceiver positions. The residuals are computed as the difference
between observed data (at the true receivers position) and cal-
culated data extracted at the corrected receivers position.

Implementation
The key point to a fast implementation to the method is related
to the computation of the receiver position correction vector
∆x[m]. We first recognize that the inner problem 6 is separable
in each component ∆xr,s. We have

f [m,∆x] =
∑

r,s

fr,s[m,∆xr,s], (10)

fr,s[m,∆xr,s] =

∫ T

0
|R(xr +∆xr,s)us[m](t)−dobs,s,r(t)|2dt

+
α2

r,s

2
|∆xr,s|2.

(11)
Thus we minimize each misfit function fr,s[m,∆xr,s] separately
with respect to ∆xr,s. As fr,s[m,∆xr,s] is not convex in ∆xr,s,
we use a global optimization approach. We implement a grid
search brute force algorithm: for a given range of variation of
∆xr,s the misfit function fr,s[m,∆xr,s] is evaluated and we select
the receiver correction which provides the smallest value.

The regularization weights αr,s are computed as

αr,s =
‖dobs,r,s‖∞

‖L‖
, (12)

where L is the maximum distance along with the receivers are
allowed to be relocated.

To make this strategy affordable in terms of computational
cost, we restrain the receiver correction to lateral variations
only (horizontal for surface acquisition). As we consider for
now 2D FWI problems, this makes each global optimization
problem depending on a single degree of freedom. In addi-
tion, we store the incident wavefields us(x, t) in the vicinity of
the acquisition that for each receiver correction we can extract
the calculated data at the corrected receiver position without
solving a new wave equation. We will see that the resulting
computational overhead is negligible compared to a standard
L2 implementation in the 2D examples we investigate here.

ANALYSIS
We first analyze the map of the extended misfit function f [m,∆x]
in the simplest case of a single couple source/receiver in a
transmission configuration. The source and receivers are in
two wells 50 m apart from each other, at 50 m depth. The
source emits a Ricker pulse with 250 Hz central frequency.
We consider a 2D constant density acoustic wave propagation
model. The reference medium is homogeneous with a velocity
at 2000 m.s−1. We build a reference trace dobs(t) accordingly.
We use it to compute the map of f [m,∆x] presented in Figure
1 for velocities m and receiver position correction ∆x ranging
from 1000 m.s−1 to 3000 m.s−1 and -40 m to +40 m respec-
tively. We see in Figure 1 that the function f [m,∆x] is not
convex. The minimum at m = 2000 m.s−1 and ∆x = 0 m is
located within a narrow valley of attraction surrounded by two
important barriers. However, the profile of the misfit function
g[m] is almost convex in m (Fig.2). According to equation 7
this profile is extracted for the minimum value reached in ∆x
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Figure 1: Misfit map of f [m,∆x] in the single couple
source/receiver transmission case. The function is not con-
vex. The minimum is located in a narrow valley of attraction
at position ∆x = 0 and m = 2000 m.s−1.

Figure 2: Misfit profile of g[m] in the single couple
source/receiver transmission case, depending on the range set
for the relocation The function is almost convex in m and
reaches its minimum at m = 2000 m.s−1.

for each value of m. This is the motivation for the receiver-
extension method studied here: if this global minimum in ∆x
can be computed efficiently, then we can define a function g[m]
which might present less local minima.

Note that if the velocity is too fast compared to the true one,
the correction requires to move the receivers away from the
sources, potentially outside the computational box. One can
extend the computational box in this case. Another preferable
option is to work with initial models slower than expected true
velocities, such that receiver corrections bring receivers closer
to the sources, and gradually correct the medium until the re-
ceivers have reached their true position.

Next, we illustrate the gradient building in a similar cross-
hole configuration with an array of receivers in the right well
instead of a single receiver (Fig.3). The gradient of g[m] is
compared with the conventional L2 gradient. The computa-
tion is done in a medium slower than the true one, and the
receiver position correction bring the receivers closer to the
source, forming a semi circle around the source. The resid-
uals are backpropagated from the receivers at their corrected
position, which explains the gradient shape. Although inter-
esting, these results are obtained for transmission acquisition.
Surface acquisition configuration is of more interest for seis-

Figure 3: Velocity gradients in a transmission case with one
source and one array of receivers. Left: standard L2 gradient.
Right: gradient using the receiver-extension method. To com-
pensate for the kinematic mismatch, the receivers have been
relocalized closer from the source, forming a semi-circular
shape. The residuals are backpropagated from the corrected
positions to assemble the gradient.

Figure 4: Misfit maps and contours for a linearly increasing
in depth velocity model depending on the background veloc-
ity vP,0 and the velocity gradient γ . The L2 misfit function (a)
presents numerous local minima. The landscape of g[m] (b)
appears relatively smoother with a large valley of attraction to-
ward the global minimum and two local minima on both sides.

mic exploration. In this case, we expect that relocating hori-
zontally the receivers can account for kinematic mismatch of
diving waves, hence help also to yield a more convex misfit
function in terms of velocity. To test this, we consider a lin-
early increasing velocity model vP(z) = vP,0 + γz, similarly as
in Mulder and Plessix (2008). We consider a reference model
for vP,0=2000 m.s−1 and γ = 0.7s−1. We build reference data
in this model considering 2D constant density acoustic wave
propagation, a domain size of 17 km by 3.5 km and a fixed-
spread surface acquisition at 50 m depth with a single source
at x = 8.5 km and 170 receivers each 100 m. We use this refer-
ence data to compute misfit function maps depending on vP,0
and γ as shown in Figure 4. As can be seen, the misfit func-
tion g[m], although not fully convex, exhibits a much smoother
landscape with a large valley of attraction towards the global
minimum, compared with the L2 misfit function.

A FIRST VALIDATION: MARMOUSI II MODEL
Encouraged by these results, we present a first validation of
our approach on a modified version of the Marmousi II model
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Figure 5: Exact Marmousi II model (top) and 1D initial model
(bottom).

(Martin et al., 2006). The model is 17 km long and 3.5 km
deep. A fixed spread acquisition is used with 128 sources lo-
cated each 125 m and 170 receivers located each 100 m from
50 m to 16.95 km. We build reference data using a high pass
filter Ricker function with no signal below 2.5 Hz. We con-
sider a 1D initial model linearly increasing in depth from 1500
m.s−1 to 4000 m.s−1 (Fig 5). We implement a simple ver-
tical scaling linear in depth as a preconditioner. The results
obtained using a L2 approach and the extended-receiver ap-
proach are presented in Figure 6. We see the severe cycle
skipping due to the 1D initial model and the absence of low-
frequencies in the data when the L2 approach is used. In com-
parison, the extended-receiver approach mitigates efficiently
the cycle skipping: the reconstruction is quite close from the
true model in the zone of main illumination (artifacts are still
present on the lateral and bottom edges).

To complement, we present in Figure 7 the evolution of the
average receiver position correction

∑
r |∆xr,s|/Nr along the

iterations for three shot positions: 0.05 km, 8.5 km, 16.95 km.
As expected, the corrections are larger at the beginning of the
iterations and reach almost 0 at the end of the inversion. In
terms of computation cost, we note that the gradient building
step represents an approximate 1.5 s increase, on a total of 36
s for the conventional L2 approach, hence an approximate 4.1
% increase. The computational overhead is thus negligible in
this 2D configuration.

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
Our receiver extension approach to mitigate cycle skipping in
FWI is adapted to time-domain FWI, contrary to WRI and
volume-based MSWI. The receiver position is added as a free
parameter, in a nested loop approach. The outer loop updates
for the velocity using local optimization while the inner loop
updates the receiver positions using grid search. Preliminary
results show how this approach can mitigate cycle skipping:
the misfit function minimized in the outer loop exhibits a more
convex profile with respect to wave velocity. Many questions
remain opened, the first being the extension to 3D imaging.

Figure 6: Reconstructed models using L2 approach (top) and
receiver-extension approach (bottom). The L2 reconstruc-
tion is severely cycle skipped while the reconstruction by the
receiver-extension method is satisfactory in the mainly illumi-
nated zone.

Figure 7: Evolution of the average receiver position correction∑
r |∆xr,s|/Nr along the inversion iterations (outer loop) for

three shots locations: 0.05 km, 8.5 km and 16.95 km.

Assuming the receivers can move only along the surface, a
rough computational complexity analysis of the global opti-
mization loop gives, for this 2D study O(Nt,Nyquist×N2), while
the modeling loop is in O(Nt,CFL×N2). Here N is the aver-
age number of discretization points in one spatial direction,
while Nt,Nyquist (resp. Nt,CFL) is the number of discretization
points in time according to Nyquist sampling (resp. according
to the CFL condition). A straightforward implementation in
3D would give O(Nt,Nyquist ×N4) against O(Nt,CFL×N3) for
the modeling, which is less favorable. However, the receiver
position to be investigated during the global optimization loop
could be restricted in a vicinity of the true position, at least
after a certain number of iterations of the outer loop, as sug-
gested by Figure 7
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